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This is not only regarding the perfections that we will supply. This is additionally about what points that you
could concern with making better concept. When you have various principles with this publication, this is
your time to satisfy the impressions by reviewing all material of the book. Party Monster: A Fabulous But
True Tale Of Murder In Clubland By James St. James is likewise one of the home windows to reach and
open the world. Reading this book can aid you to find new globe that you could not discover it formerly.

Amazon.com Review
In 1996, New York City drug dealer and "club kid" Angel Melendez was bludgeoned, injected with Drano,
dismembered, and tossed into the river. James St. James was there when the killer confessed, but before that,
there were the clubs, the parties, the drugs, and the many fabulous (and some not so fabulous) outfits. Disco
Bloodbath is "celebutante" St. James's story, equal parts confession and attempt at closure. This is no squarejawed detective's account of the investigation of the crime; St. James is a drug-addled clubster who wears a
wedding dress out on the town and invokes Judy Garland as he talks about the scene in which he and
Melendez immersed themselves before the murder. His story, despite its gruesome subject matter and
frequent, shocking lucidity, has a chatty and anecdotal quality that's compelling, endearing, and
unrelentingly human. --Lisa Higgins
From Publishers Weekly
When suspected drug dealer Angel Melendez disappeared in March 1996, the arrest of party promoter
Michael Alig, impresario of the debaucherous "club-kid" scene of the early 1990s, sent shock waves through
the New York City club scene. Alig and his roommate were later convicted of the grisly murder and
dismemberment of Melendez. According to St. James, who describes himself as "a rather needy diva" and
Alig's "best friend," the conviction was no surprise: days after the murder, Alig had confessed to him while
they did drugs together in Alig's apartment. St. James's account of the rise and fall of Michael Alig is a most
unconventional contribution to the body of true crime. Mixing dish on the outrageous exploits of club queens
with "the running commentary of a babbling drug addictAme," St. James fuses the unrepentant humor and
narcotic gusto of Hunter S. Thompson with pure campAand the result is a flamboyant and engrossing firstperson narrative. But while St. James's flashy approach is artful and engaging, it ultimately serves to solidify
the tabloid nature of his tale. St. James has no sympathy for the victim of the crime. The closest thing to
emotion on display is St. James's obsessive need to document the highs and lows of life with the maddening
Alig and his own self-pity at the end of his carousing days with Alig. "How superficial to say that because of
a murder, I didn't feel like dressing up anymore!" Yes, and how. (Aug.)
Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.
From Kirkus Reviews
Michael Alig was a top promoter in the deviant, drug-soaked Manhattan club scene of the early 1990s. The
party ended when he savagely murdered a drug dealer and deposited the dismembered corpse in the river.
Three years later, scenester St. James tattles on his homicidal pal in an unformed, exploitative, and cobbled-

together work. St.James betrays his friend Aligs confidencenot for personal gain, of course, but for soulsearching purposes: I had to look at the monster in me that could love someone like this. Yet most of the
book is devoted not to analysis of Aligs background and motivation, but to St. Jamess wearying recall of
their heady years grappling for supremacy in the top echelons of club society. This hazily jaundiced narrative
offers only unappealingly reductive portraits of club kids, gay nightlife, and druggies. St. James dishes
endlessly on such topics as his ketamine addiction and his circles catty social rituals, but his inability to
convincingly contextualize his taleto place the hedonistic club scene within a larger portrait of fin-de-sicle
Manhattan, or to humanize Alig as something more than a cipher- turned-inept-killerreduces his book to a
mere check-list of seamy tropes. Disco Bloodbath is a dreary and minor retelling of a tale whose principals
have long since been exhumed by the mainstream media. -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved.
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Finding one book to be the specific book to read from numerous books worldwide is sometime confusing.
You might have to open up and search many times. As well as currently, when discovering this Party
Monster: A Fabulous But True Tale Of Murder In Clubland By James St. James as just what you actually
desire, it's like finding sanctuary in the dessert. In fact, it is not regarding the author of this publication or
where this book comes from. Occasionally you will require this publication because you truly have the
commitment to obtain or have the book.
Among referred analysis publications that we will give right here is Party Monster: A Fabulous But True
Tale Of Murder In Clubland By James St. James This is a reading publication, a book as the others. Web
page by web page is prepared as well as pilled for one. Yet, within every page had by the books have
extremely amazing significance. The definition is what you are now looking for. Nevertheless, every
publication has their features and also significances. It will not depend upon that read yet likewise the book.
Also this book is completed with the presented versions of types; it will certainly not overlook to reach the
generosity. To take care of this publication, you could discover it in the link as supplied. It will certainly be
readily available to connect as well as go to. From this you can start downloading and install and also
strategy when to review. As an ideal publication, Party Monster: A Fabulous But True Tale Of Murder In
Clubland By James St. James constantly describes the people needs. It will certainly not make possibility
that will not be connected to your necessity.
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